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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

MIKE DAUM

It is with great sadness and reverence that I share the news of member John Keane’s passing. John has been a long time member of
our group, and is best known for his incredible craftsmanship on
the myriad of projects he has exhibited at our Shows over the past
years. Most of his work is instantly identifiable; I recall each year
that he would exhibit at a Show nearly everyone who was familiar
with John would exclaim “That’s John Keane’s” - without even
getting up close or viewing the project ID card.
John’s family would often accompany him to the Shows, and they
would all proudly gather around his project(s) to find the customary ribbon that the Show jurors attributed to his skill. He has won
“Best In Show” and “First Place” ribbons in his category more than
any other member. And man, was he ever humble about it!
When congratulated about his work, John would simply exclaim
in his famous Irish accent, “Thank you. It keeps me busy”. People
often questioned him about how he achieved such a beautiful
glossy finish on his tables. We all thought that it required hours
and hours of hand-rubbed polish with some secret finish he developed. To this, John would share that he used an electric buffer
with various polishes over his brushed on varnish. Even still, the
mastery with which he employed this technique is amazing!
Mahogany and Satinwood were his signature species of wood.
John’s veneer work showed the intrinsic details and skill he is
famous for. His classic designs will prove to be timeless among the
generations fortunate enough to house his projects.
John’s contributions to the group were much more than his offerings for the Show. He was a mentor to many, not only in woodworking, but in an exemplary fashion of how to live your life.
John has many friends in our group, and we honor him. If you
have any stories to share about John in fond remembrance, please
tell us about them at the September meeting.
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SECRETARY’S NOTES

DARYL ROSENBLATT

he meeting started 7 PM sharp*

T

We welcome new members:
Jermiah from North Babylon; Kara (who needs a mentor in woodturning, and several volunteers raises their hands; A.J.
from Bayshore; John from Smithtown and Bernadette (who is not a new member, but wasn’t mentioned several months
ago, and is also our new webpage designer).
Show news: See show chairman Pat Doherty to become part of the Show Committee. Remember to turn in your application forms (included in this newsletter) to Mike Daum for the Show Exhibition.
Show and Tell: Tom Lafferty brought a tiger oak speaker cabinet, dovetailed with continuous grain; Rick Nicolini brought
in a table he is making for a magician (and to us the real magic is making the table as nicely as he did); Charlie Morehouse
demonstrated how he remade a Japanese pull saw to a more western type, with a stiffener and new handle, as well as
regrinding the teeth to more his liking.
Toys for Tots: Gene Kelly noted he has supplies from Frank Allaire, as well as pre made toy parts for anyone who needs
them. He also has plans available.
New member A.J. has pictures of a bread box, and he requests help in making it.
SIGs: The SSOW (carvers) will have a general carving meeting; the LISA subject TBA; the Turners’ Guild will continue
their ongoing vessels project (decorating them)l the Cabinetmakers will not meet until September 10th (at Bob Schendorf’s
shop, 257 Broadway, Huntington.
A silent auction was held to clear the books from our Library.
Treasurer’s report: Our accounts are in “good shape.”
The topic this month was to be how to navigate the new website, however it is not yet ready for its unveiling. In its place
was Mike Daum on an overview of his sharpening history. Since Mike is among the finest cabinetmakers on Long Island,
his sharpening evolution is worthwhile to listen to. He has “journeyed” from oilstones, to waterstones, to sandpaper on
granite, and finally settled on the fastest best approach he has yet encountered: the WorkSharp. He does not generally buy
their precut sandpaper buy uses his own, and glues them on with a Glue Stick, which is easier to clean off the glass disc
than any other product he has found. Bob Urso has WorkSharps available at a member discount, or they are for sale elsewhere. Charlie Morehouse also demonstrated how quickly he prepares a scraper. He quickly files the edges, then uses sandpaper on glass of finer grits to (incredibly quickly) polish the edge. He then lightly oils the edge and burnishes it. Do NOT
press too hard and do NOT make the burr too steep an angle. He got shavings without pressing hard, and without using his
thumbs to bend the scraper.
MDST Mike Daum Standard Time
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LISA

Joe Reardon
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

he August 2013 turners meeting was held on August 8th and led by President Steve Fulgoni.

T

Rolf brought in his version of modified Ikea LED lamps with a magnetic base. He bought the lamp from Ikea
for about $10.00, and the magnet from Harbor freight for less than $2.00. He turned a wood base to fit over
the goose neck of the lamp and to house the magnet. It worked nicely.
Tonight eagerly awaited topic was coloring your work, presented by Jean Piotrowski. Quite a few people
brought in their unfinished basswood turnings from the July meeting to be colored.
There are three basic methods of coloring your work. Acrylic paint, Stain, and Dye’s
The easiest to use are acrylic paints. (Purchased from Michaels, AC Moore etc)
Paint and stain use a binder to adhere to the work; dye’s will not fully cure without a finish applied. If you
apply a 2nd coat of dye, it will dissolve the 1st coat.
Jean prefers these three brands of acrylic paints: Liquitex, Golden and Folkart.
Its best not to mix colors for 2 reasons. One is there are so many colors available and the small jars are so
cheap it doesn’t pay, and the second and probably more important reason is that you will never be able to
get that exact color again. If you want to touch something up or reproduce it, it will never be the same.
Along with the acrylic paints there are different mediums available. One Jean likes is a pearl medium which
gives the color an iridescent look.
Donald Derry has an article that Jean likes on Coloring wood.
Coloring wood techniques;
One technique Jean demonstrated is to choose a wide grained wood like Ash or Oak, coat the entire piece
with black gesso (Artist base coat found in all art supply stores). Let it dry, and rub in a coat of white liming
wax, buff off the white wax to expose the black. Depending on how much is buffed off, you can get some
very interesting results.
Another is to use interference paint.. You coat the piece again with black gesso and let it dry. This time you
brush on the (Golden brand) interference paint with an artists brush. Jean had two interference paints with
her, a blue and a purple. This special paint changes color depending on the viewing angle, and also ads an iridescent look.
A third technique is to use 3 colors. Paint with a paper towel the top with Red, a wide band of yellow in the
middle, and Red on the bottom. While the paint is still wet, take a wet paper towel and blend the colors so
that the red turns to orange into the yellow, and from yellow into green to the blue. It’s best to seal up the
wood first so that the paint doesn’t sink into the wood and you can blend it properly.
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Alcohol Dyes work better than water based dyes plus they have more vibrant colors.
Jean showed one pieced that had been colored with a black leather dye. It looked pretty good.
At this point the lecture part of the demonstration stopped. Tables were brought out and everyone who
wanted to was able to color their basswood pieces in any way they desired. It was a lot of fun, and everyone
came away with firsthand knowledge of techniques most if not all of us had never tried before.
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BOB SCHENDORF

THE BURN BARREL

n a recent Saturday afternoon , in a cafe in Northport Village, where the bar faces the wrong way, I
had lunch with a very good friend, and master woodworker. Let’ s just call him “Rich”. That happens to be his real name by the way.

O

Anyhow, I’d gotten the impression that Rich had taken exception with a recent column of mine. The one
where I compared dovetails to rustproof . I got this impression because on the first of the month, he pulled
up in front of my shop, jumped out of his car and yelled; “ Hey Asshole! “ in my direction.
“Hi Rich, guess you read the column!” I replied. After that he bit his tongue, slapped me on the back and
changed the subject.
So several weeks later, at the bar, after a long swig of beer, I worked up the nerve to broach the subject again.
He said he always reads my column, and generally agrees with me, but that one, well he’ d just assumed I was
cranky when I wrote it . (Yeah right? Like what are the chances of me being cranky?)
Well we spoke at length and discovered that we in fact agree on a lot of things . Like the fact that he should
pick up the tab. Yep, pretty unanimous on that one!
I found that when I tried to articulate the idea behind the column I couldn’t . But I also found that Rich
thinks about woodworking on so many levels. Even though he’s a member of the Period Furniture Society,
he’s not a “the old ways are the only ways “ kind of guy. ( Although I did see him once wearing a tee shirt
that said; Old furniture rules! ) he is in fact a very open minded and well rounded person who follows the
contemporary scene as well.
We both agreed that when it comes to woodworking you need to walk before you run. As he so eloquently
put it ; “ If you want thirty years of experience, you have to do thirty years of woodworking “ . His other
gem of the afternoon was in response to some one who once said ; “ I could make that stuff too, if I had the
machines that guy on TV does!”
To which Rich replied; “ Lady, I could go out and buy the same golf clubs as Tiger Woods, but you won’t
see me playing golf on TV! “ Brilliant !
And then it dawned on me, being slow, not stupid, that although Rich’s work is heavily influenced from the
Federal Period, it’s not reproduction. Which I had always kind of assumed it was . When he shows something
it becomes a “forest for the trees” situation for me . I’m so focused on the mechanics of his work and trying
to figure out how he did what he did, that I forget to stand back and take the whole piece in.
Which is kind in line with this constant theme I have rolling around in my head, and have been wrestling
with but the voices can’t agree on how to articulate it, about how a woodworker should continue to grow,
and be well rounded and use different techniques and tools and finishes. Different styles, sure old furniture
rocks! , but some of it stank too.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Contemporary furniture has not been ordained by spirits on high either. It takes all kinds . Just like furniture building and turning are not mutually exclusive .
You can’t eat your salad with out a bowl, and you can’t sit down and enjoy the salad in the bowl with out a
chair. Both things can be made with a lathe!
After an nice lunch, good conversation and a bunch of revelations, Rich indeed picked up the tab, which was
good, because I really didn’t feel like washing dishes, we left the cafe with the bar that faces the wrong way,
and I realized that he was still a good friend and an even better woodworker than I had realized .

SOME

OF THE EXTRAORDINARY WORK OF JOHN
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JOHN KEANE DIED AUGUST 10TH, LEAVING BEHIND HIS BELOVED WIFE
OF 53 YEARS, ANNE, HIS SIX CHILDREN, SIXTEEN GRANDCHILDREN, AND
TO US, AN INCREDIBLE LEGACY OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.
HE WILL BE MISSED BY ALL WHO KNEW HIM.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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JOSEPH REARDON

SSOW

The July 2013 meeting of the Secret Society of Woodcarvers (SSOW) aka Carvers S.I.G. was called to order
by Steve Blakley.
New Business:
The SSOW welcomes new member Bernadette Piccione.
Next month (August 28) Steve B has arranged a speaker from the Long Island

TOYS

FOR

MATT STERN

TOTS CORNER

I can’t believe the summer’s over. It flew right by, didn’t it?
That means one thing – we only have 3 more months to complete our Toys for Tots
production. I know some of you have been diligently making toys on your own.
Also, our “band of toymakers” has been working hard at our monthly production
runs as well.
Unfortunately, we are falling quite short of our goal of 2,000 toys this year. You can
help, and it’s actually fun.
There are at least 4 easy ways to help out: Come to one of our 3 remaining weekend workshops. They’re in
Huntington, and the 6 or 8 of us have a good time making the toys in a “production” environment. Besides
the fun, we often learn new or improved techniques from each other
Make some toys on your own. If you’re not sure what to make, we have a lot of plans on my company’s
website at www.comprehensive.com/LIWTFT (case sensitive). You can download any plan and go from
there.
Are you in a SIG? Why not follow the scrollers’ lead (thank you, scrollers!) and make a group project?
Anything that might appeal to the 1 to 3 year old age group would be great.
Maybe you like to work with your friends? Why not get together a group of your own and go for it?
I’m here to help. If you have any questions or need information or toy supplies (e.g. wheels, axles, etc), please
feel free to email me at mstern@comprehensive.com .
PS – To those of you making toys on your own, could you please email me a list of the toys you already
made, and those you plan to make before December. Thank you.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS SHOW 2013 APPLICATION TO EXHIBIT

Name: ____________________________ Address: __________________________ Phone: ___________________________

City: _____________________________ Email: ____________________________

__________ Display Preference: Table / Wall / Floor

IMPORTANT NOTE : Only ONE Project per CATEGORY per member and FIRST time in exhibit will be eligible to be judged .

Project Name: _________________________________ Year Made:

_________________________________ To Be Judged? Y / N

Assembly Required? Y / N

Price if Yes $_________

Category (choose from list below): ________________ Type of Finish: _____________________For Sale? Y / N
Materials:

Year? _____ Original Design? Y / N

__________ Display Preference: Table / Wall / Floor

L_________ W_________ H_________ Transportation assistance required? Y / N

Was this project exhibited before? Y / N
Size:

Project Name: _________________________________ Year Made:

_________________________________ To Be Judged? Y / N

Assembly Required? Y / N

Price if Yes $_________

Category (choose from list below): ________________ Type of Finish: _____________________For Sale? Y / N
Materials:

Year? _____ Original Design? Y / N

MAIL TO: Mike Daum, 4 Pam Court, South Setauket, NY
11720 or email twwstudio@aol.com

All projects MUST remain in the exhibit area until 5 pm on
Sunday. Arrangements should be made for transport.

All projects MUST arrive on the Friday before the Show for
mandatory photographing and registering.

Projects are NOT required to be judged. Judges reserve
the right to change categories during the judging process.

Fill out as many applications as needed. PHOTOS
and drawings are very helpful and can be attached to sheet.

L_________ W_________ H_________ Transportation assistance required? Y / N

Was this project exhibited before? Y / N
Size:

CATEGORIES :
Furniture 1: Beds and Tables (without drawers)
Furniture 2: Desks and casework/cabinetry
Furniture 3: Chairs, benches
Turning: horizontal or vertical, solid material
Segmented Turning
Toys/Crafts/Games/Models: includes miniatures
Accessories: cutting boards, holders, clocks, etc.
Scrollwork
Intarsia
Marquetry: may be incorporated in furniture or accessory
Inlay: may be incorporated in furniture or accessory
Carving
Unique: project not fitting into another category (boats, instruments, etc)
Novice: new to woodworking, first time exhibiting
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
8 Pony Clamps with 3/4" pipes. Three measure 30", five measure 48". Good shape and all in working order. $65.
Contact Roger Schroeder, 631-691-2095 or woodchip624@aol.com

Ridgid TS2424 contractors table saw with upgraded fence & rail 36" system. Includes outfeed table asst accessories. please
Eddie Altman 632-242-2651
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